Yesterday's Headlines:

News Reports

- The Virus and the Dementia Unit: A nursing home’s battle to treat COVID in its most challenging population
- Aging services providers call out Congress for ‘walking out on older Americans’ during pandemic
- Senior living can emerge from pandemic stronger
- What if ‘Herd Immunity’ Is Closer Than Scientists Thought?
- Fearing a ‘Twindemic,’ Health Experts Push Urgently for Flu Shots
- Expert warns: Upcoming flu plus COVID-19 season will be ‘like nothing we’ve seen before’
- Nursing homes criticize CMS chest-thumping about $15.5M pandemic fines, severe citations
- Coronavirus (COVID-19) Update: FDA Issues Emergency Use Authorization to Yale School of Public Health for SalivaDirect, Which Uses a New Method of Saliva Sample Processing
- Telemedicine Checklist May Smooth Visits With Older Patients

Journal Articles
• **JAMDA: Does Universal Testing for COVID-19 Work for Everyone?**

• **Is presymptomatic spread a major contributor to COVID-19 transmission?**

• **A dynamic COVID-19 immune signature includes associations with poor prognosis**

• **The relationship between diabetes and clinical outcomes in COVID-19: a single-center retrospective analysis**

• **Universal PCR and antibody testing demonstrate little to no transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in a rural community**
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